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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV100 ADV 2 Building Community Partnerships for Action, Engagement, and Mobilization to 

Support Public Education 
 
Learn how NEA’s Minority Community Organizing and Partnerships (MCOP) staff 
can help members and leaders in assisting locals, conducting community scans, 
making introductions, brokering and navigating relationships and leveraging 
national partnerships at the local level. In this session, NEA’s MCOP staff and 
some of our local and state grant recipients will discuss first-hand models of 
successful partnerships. 
 
Speaker:  Merwyn Scott 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV101 ADV All Political Advocacy! Organizing for Power! It’s Time to Lead! 
 
Education professionals can’t afford to stay silent while budgets are debated or 
new policies are designed!  We must get politically organized and join the 
policymaking process at every level. This session will engage participants in 
agenda driving strategies and tactics that will empower members to take a 
leadership role in organizing for good public education policy. 
 
Speaker:  Lee Hedgepeth 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV102 ADV 1 High School Democracy Project 
 
This session will provide participants with an overview of the High School 
Democracy Project, examples of how teachers have implemented the curriculum 
in their schools across the country, and opportunities for attendees to join the 
National Council of La Raza’s (NCLR) efforts to invite youth back into the 
American Democracy. 
 
Speaker:  Janet Hernandez 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV103 ADV 3 “Tell Me About Yourself”: Act as a Campaign/Issue Leader Every Time You 
Introduce Yourself 
 
“What do you do?”  This may seem like an ordinary question that you’re asked 
all the time – but guess what?  In truth, it’s a hidden opportunity to engage your 
community around issues supporting student learning, to get involved in the 
political process, and to act as a political advocate leader by recruiting others to 
support NEA’s work on behalf of students, schools, and educators.  In this 
session, participants will craft an engaging and memorable personal introduction 
– also known as an elevator pitch – that leaders can use when asked questions at 
meetings, town hall events, or local events. 
 
Speaker:  Christine Clapp 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV104 ADV All All In! How Educators Can Advocate for English Language Learners (ELLs) 
 
The National Education Association (NEA) is engaged in groundbreaking work to 
help educators more effectively meet the needs of English Language Learners 
(ELLs). In this session, participants will learn how to approach the instruction of 
ELLs from an advocacy perspective and explore effective tools and strategies 
that support those advocacy efforts. 
 
Speaker:  Lori Dodson 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV105 ADV All UFF-UCF and the Latino Leadership Institute: Strengthening Our Union Through 
Partnerships 
 
This workshop will share the journey of the United Faculty of Florida, University 
of Central Florida Chapter (UFF-UCF) to become a stronger, more active union 
through partnerships with organizations that share similar social justice values. 
During this session, participants will develop concrete action steps that will 
strengthen their local affiliates. 
 
Speaker:  Scott Launier 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ADV106 ADV 1, 
2 

Culturally Competent Conversations 
 
This session will explore the impact of recruiting more students of Latinx descent 
into schools of education. It will also highlight important issues and barriers, like 
documentation status, which may limit Latinx students from leading in 
education. The term, Latinx, serves as a gender-neutral alternative to Latino, 
Latina, or Latino. 
 
Speaker:  Tania Valencia 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  BUS109 BUS 1 Basic Financial Skills Every Leader Needs to Know 
 
Do you know how to read a financial statement or budget and then ask the right 
questions during the meeting? Do you know how to reconcile a bank statement? 
Do you know the warning signs of fraud? Learn these skills and other key skills 
that every leader needs to know in order to ensure the financial health of their 
association during this session.  All attendees will receive a kit to help them read 
financial statements as well as a copy of the Guide to Financial Best Practices for 
Local Leaders. 
 
Speaker: Paul Purdy 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  BUS110 BUS 1 Recognize the Early Warning Signs that Threaten the Fiscal Health of Your 
Affiliate 
 
There is always an element of risk with every association's fiscal health so, what 
can be done to help mitigate this risk? This informative session will help leaders 
understand how to assess your association's weaknesses and threats and how to 
determine its strengths and opportunities to counteract them.  Learn about the 
latest cyber-threat, "email phishing" and other schemes that are used to 
fraudulently acquire cash.  A checklist of key documents and association policies 
to have in place as a way to reduce the chances of fraud at your association will 
also be presented.  A copy of the Guide to Financial Best Practices for Local 
Leaders will be given to all attendees. 
 
Speaker:  Jaclyn Ferrucci 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  COM114 COM 2 Communications for Organizing 
 
In this session, participants will discuss the importance of audience, goal setting, 
planning and analytics as a key part of building strong organizing 
communications. 
 
Speaker:  Erin Hofteig 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  COM115 COM 1, 
2 

Internal Communications - Bringing Your Local Together 
 
In this session, participants will learn the power of using an internal newsletter 
to keep members informed and united around public education and the 
education professions. 
 
Speaker:  Oliver Wiehe 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  COM116 COM All Telling Your Local Story For Maximum Impact: Exploring Digital Storytelling 
 
This session is designed to take participants through the various forms of digital 
media to help them communicate and connect with audiences more efficiently. 
Participants will be introduced to basic principles and guidelines on how to tell a 
digital story. 
 
Speaker:  Tim Chambers 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  GOV119 GOV All What it Takes to Build a Championship School 
 
In this session, participants will learn how the development of champion Mixed 
Martial Artists correlates with principles required for developing a learning 
environment where all students can be successful. The presenters will 
demonstrate how schools can apply scientific concepts of Organizational 
Behavior Management and Social Learning Theory through the utilization of 
various data sources to build the self and collective efficacy of teachers and 
students in pursuit of higher goals and greater expectations. 
 
Speaker:  Paul Gavoni 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  GOV120 GOV All Leadership in School Consolidation 
 
This session is designed to present the various components of leadership during 
school consolidation and the effects of school consolidation on various 
stakeholders. Presenters will also provide data and information related to the 
impact of a rural school consolidation on students, teachers, and community 
members.   
 
Speaker:  Stephanie Marchbank 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  GOV121 GOV 1,2 Decision Profiling: How to Use Interaction Styles and Decision Loading to Build 
Effective Teams 
 
Decision Profiling examines how individual’s Interaction Styles affect 
communication. In this session, participants will explore the four Interaction 
Styles: Sharing, Private, Neutral, and Versatile. Presenters will use interactive 
team exercises to help participants understand how decision loading and 
Interaction Styles can support or hurt the ability to build a successful project. 
This session will also help attendees understand why dividing the workload 
equally is an inefficient method of delegation and how decision loading capacity 
will foster a more effective outcome. 
 
Speaker:  Chris Ulrich 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  GOV122 GOV 1,2 Board Fundamentals 
 
In this session, governance and leadership expert, Glenn Tecker, and author of 
“The Will to Govern Well”, will offer guidance on the fundamental role of board 
members in their association. Participants in this session will understand the 
responsibilities and expectations of the board member role and the historic, 
current, and emerging role the union plays in our professions and student 
success.   
 
Speaker:  Glenn Tecker 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP126 LOP 1 Taking the Lead of Teacher Preparation Quality 
 
NEA members have both the responsibility and an opportunity to help ensure 
that teacher preparation programs (TPPs) are doing a good job. Each spring the 
Council for Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) accepts applications 
from P-12 educators and higher education faculty who are willing to volunteer as 
site visitors to colleges and universities across the country to determine if TPPs 
are operating efficiently. In this session, participants will learn the skills 
necessary to become a CAEP volunteer and begin the process of submitting an 
application to take on this vital teacher leadership role. 
 
Speaker:  Blake West 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP127 LOP 1, 2 Classroom Management: Creating a Trauma-Sensitive Program 
 
This workshop is designed to provide educators with strategies to manage 
behaviors while educating students with numerous behavior challenges. 
Participants will explore innovative approaches for working with defiant, verbally 
aggressive students, and other behaviors that disrupt the learning community. 
 
Speaker:  Audrey Murph-Brown 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP128 LOP All Aspire Educators: Getting Involved in the NEA Student Program 
 
This workshop will provide an overview of the NEA Student Program and engage 
participants in creative ways where they can both help an NEA Student Program 
chapter and learn how working with the chapter can be an organizing tool for 
potential members in their own local. 
 
Speaker:  Ashley Muscarella 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP129 LOP All Innovative Approaches Utilizing Video Cases in Professional Learning 
 
This session will examine innovative models of professional learning using video 
case studies from different school districts. Presenters will share successful 
implementation strategies that lead to professional growth. Participants will 
explore ATLAS, an online case library of National Board Certified Teachers' videos 
of classroom practice combined with their written analysis of the instruction and 
student work. Please bring your own devices to make the most out of this highly 
interactive session. 
 
Speaker:  Andrea Hajek 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP130 LOP 1 Teacher-Powered Schools: What are They and Why Do They Matter? 
 
In this session, participants will learn about teacher-powered schools where 
teams of teachers have the autonomy to make decisions about whole-school 
success, and put decision-making authority in the hands of those who know 
students best: teachers. Participants will develop an understanding of what it 
means for a school to be teacher-powered and identify ways that teacher-
powered schools can advance the professions. 
 
Speaker:  Lori Nazareno 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP131 LOP 3 Grants and Beyond to Fulfill your Strategic Vision 
 
In this session, participants will discover innovative ways to find the resources to 
fulfill their strategic dreams and vision of building stronger affiliates and making 
a difference for students. Participants will leave with at least four ideas on how 
you can resource your strategies and dreams. 
 
Speaker:  Barbara Hopkins 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP132 LOP 1 Together Everyone Achieves More: Creating Successful Teacher/Paraeducator 
Partnerships 
 
This interactive session is designed for participants to learn how and why 
successful partnerships between teachers and paraeducators benefit students, 
enrich the learning environment, and bring joy and fun into the classroom. 
Presenters Jean Fay, a paraeducator with over 18 years of classroom experience, 
and Jan Demers, a retired kindergarten teacher with over 30 years of experience, 
will show how working with the Together Everyone Achieves More Approach not 
only benefits the whole student, but also creates a joyful classroom 
environment. 
 
Speaker:  Jean Fay 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  LOP133 LOP All Inspiring Teacher Leadership 
 
This session will examine the benefits of teacher leadership including building 
capacity within the district and the local. Participants will reflect on why 
individuals choose to become leaders within the profession and then engage in 
group discussion. This session will also highlight the Teacher Leadership 
Academy developed for East Providence, Rhode Island teachers during the 
Montgomery Institute on ESSA. 
 
Speaker:  Tabitha Watjen 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG136 ORG All Early Career Educator Organizing 
 
In this session, participants will learn how to build relationships with educators 
at the earliest point in their career. This session will focus on college career fairs 
as an opportunity to build lists of graduating education students and engage 
them in their job search and classroom entry support. Participants will learn best 
practices from states who engaged in digital, phone, and in-person follow-up 
with career fair contacts and graduating senior student members to convert 
them to PK12 memberships. 
 
Speaker:  Peter Witzler 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG137 ORG All Organizing Around ESSA: How to Achieve Concrete Victories While Growing 
and Strengthening Your Local 
 
This session will allow participants to self-select small groups based on their 
current level of ESSA work (beginning, designing, implementing). Each small 
group will feature crucial ESSA tools and resources, strategies, and examples 
appropriate for that particular stage of ESSA work. Participants will work with 
members of NEA’s Local ESSA Design and Implementation Team and state IPD 
staff who have utilized ESSA as an organizing tool. 
 
Speaker:  Amy Simpson 
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6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG138 ORG All Growth, Leadership, and Union Engagement (GLUE): Organizing for Power 
 
This session will provide participants with an opportunity to collaborate with 
NEA’s GLUE team to help drive membership growth and leadership that 
promotes a culture of organizing through year-round recruitment. Participants 
will learn how GLUE effectively uses professional development training and new 
educator data to target membership, communicate to members, potential 
members, and public education allies. 
 
Speaker:  Nathan Allen 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG139 ORG All Creating a Network of Connected Early Career Members – Success Stories from 
New Jersey 
 
This session will introduce participants to members in New Jersey who created a 
network of connected early career educators across the state. The presentation 
will also feature a collaborative discussion utilizing “Art of Hosting” techniques, 
where participants can experience how an idea came alive and exceeded 
expectations to result in networking, advocacy, and professional development 
opportunities for members who are early in their careers. 
 
Speaker:  Andrew Lewis 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG140 ORG All When the Community Speaks the Union Listens: HCEA's Community Outreach 
Campaign 
 
This session will feature the Howard County Education Association (HCEA) which 
developed a community agenda for schools to pressure the Board of Education 
to address the community’s concerns. Participants will learn about HCEA’s 
listening campaign with a local community interfaith social justice organization 
(People Acting Together in Howard) to identify areas of mutual interest and 
concern among parents, teachers, students, and community members. 
 
Speaker:  Jennifer Bezy 
 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM  ORG141 ORG 1,2 The Empowered Union Representative 
 
This session will engage participants in activities that develop critical leadership 
skills and provides information about the specific role of a building 
representative in mobilizing and energizing their colleagues. Presenters will also 
provide information on mapping your building for communication and activism 
that is aligned with National, state, and local union issues. The participants will 
leave with clearly defined responsibilities of an empowered union representative 
and the leadership skills to empower their school districts. 
 
Speaker:  Karyn Grace 
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